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Developing Auto-focusing 
Microscopy For Ultra High-
Throughput Biodosimetry



Ultra High-Throughput Bio—what?

 Radiation biodosimetry= determining the dose of 
absorbed, ionizing radiation via biological markers

 High-Throughput= going through many samples in 
little time

 The goal of our project is to assess radiation dose in 
large amounts of samples at a very fast pace, but how 
fast is fast?



Purpose

 The National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases (part of NIH) U19 project strives to rapidly 
assess blood samples from people who may have 
been exposed to radiation

 In the case of a serious radiological incident, the 
ability to rapidly assess large amounts of people in a 
short amount of time is crucial, especially in highly 
populated areas.

 Recent history has lent a few examples



Civilian Incidents

 1982-84:Radioactive steel was scavenged from a reactor 
and melted into rebar. It was used to construct apartment 
buildings in northern Taiwan. 10,000 people have been 
exposed, at least 40 died of cancer. 

 Radioactive sources were taken from an abandoned 
hospital in Brazil in a city with a population similar to 
Manhattan‟s. Once the sources were determined to be 
dangerous, 112,000 people had to be examined for 
radiation damage.



Nuclear Fallout In Manhattan?

 If a large radioactive 
dispersive device (RDD)

 10,000 Ci cobalt source

 Set off on Wall Street

 Inner ring  permanently 
closed part of Chernobyl

 Middle ring  permanently 
controlled zone

 Outer ring  periodically 
controlled Me during 

school year

Columbia 
University



Looking further north:

 Inner ring: 1 cancer death 
per 100 people
 4 times the occupational 

exposure limit

 Middle ring: 1 cancer death 
per 1,000 people, residual 
contamination

 Outer ring: 1 cancer death 
per 10,000 people, residual 
contamination

 (Population of Manhattan 
is 1.63 million and Bronx is 
1.39 million )

Nevis 
Labs



Putting the „ultra‟ in “ultra high-throughput 
biodosimetry”

 Currently, “high-throughput” refers to hundreds of 
samples/day

 We strive to assess 30,000 samples of cells/day!

 A 24 hour period means  2 seconds to take approx. 100 
images per sample

 We are using two methods of biodosimetry, choosing 
which one depends on time elapsed since the 
patient‟s exposure to radiation 



 If patient is assessed after 36 hours of exposure:

 Micronuclei assay

 If within 36 hours of exposure:

 γ-H2A-X assay

 First: Micronuclei

 To understand must know a bit about mitosis



Cell Division: Interphase-starting ingredients

 Cell saves up energy, DNA has replicated and waits 
in a loosely bound bundle(chromatin) in the cell‟s 
nucleus, this is called interphase



Prophase & Prometaphase-establishing motion

 DNA coils, condensing itself into chromosomes as 
the nuclear membrane dissolves. The centromeres 
that bind the chromosomal sister chromatids begin 
forming protein structures that will catch spindles 
from the centrioles that have moved to the cell‟s 
poles. 



Metaphase-moving the DNA to center of cell

 Spindle fibers coming out from the centrioles attach 
to the centromeres, orienting the chromosomes as 
close to the cell‟s center as possible, getting them in 
position for division



Anaphase-the ripping

 The centromeres rip as the spindles withdraw 
towards the centrioles, sister chromatids are on the 
poles.



Telophase- the rebuilding

 With the sister chromatids on each pole, two nuclear 
membranes form new nuclei, spindle fibers break 
apart, DNA returns to a loose coil.

 Cytokinesis occurs, drawing a cleavage furrow 
between the nuclei, separating the cell membrane 
into two distinct cells.

 So why the biology lesson?



Radiation Damage

 When cells are irradiated, DNA is broken. 

 If a segment of DNA isn‟t attached to a centromere, it 
will not be located near the rest of the DNA once 
movement occurs.

Photo of 
healthy 
DNA in 
anaphase

Photo of 
broken 
DNA in 
anaphase



Micronuclei Assay

 Chromosome fragments that don‟t become part of 
either daughter nuclei form their own nucleus off to 
the side of the daughter nuclei during telophase.

 In processing the cells, cytokinesis is blocked



 The micronuclei assay can observe radiation in 
lymphocytes (white blood cells).

 It takes 72 hours to process white blood cells for 
micronuclei—cell division has to be chemically 
induced and then it takes time to occur. 

 Micronuclei are observable for years after exposure. 

 For immediate triage, faster processing times are 
desirable.

 This is where the γ-H2A-X Assay comes in



γ-H2A-X Assay

 H2A-X is a histone that plays a role in the organization of 
chromatin

 When DNA is irradiated and broken, large amounts of 
phosphorylated H2A-X  molecules focus at breakage 
sites. 

 Each double-strand break is illuminated within the cell 
as the fluorophore-containing antibodies bind to 
phosphorylated H2A-X. 

 Because this assay observes DNA repair signals, it cannot 
be used once the repair signals have ceased. Typically the 
signals remain for 36 hours post-exposure.



Sample



 Previous study has confirmed that both assays are 
strong candidates for dosimetric purposes

 Image quality is CRUCIAL to getting an adequate 
read on the γ-H2A-X foci, I learned many new 
imaging techniques



RABIT



Fluorescence Imaging

 The stains used in fluorescence imaging are called 
fluorochromes.

 They affix to certain biological structures

 Have a high ratio of emitted to absorbed photons (quantum 
yield)

 Fluorescence occurs because of excited electrons within the 
sample

 Electrons are excited by certain wavelengths

 As excited electrons return to the ground state, the emission 
spectrum shifts to longer wavelengthsStokes‟ Shift

 makes it easier to distinguish emission from absorption light in 
setting up light filters



Sample Fluorescent Picture/Graph

Nikon MicroscopyU,

http://microscopyu.c
om/articles/fluoresc
ence/fluorescenceint
ro.html



Microscopy: Fluorescence Filtration

 Source light is sent through an excitation filter that 
allows light that will be absorbed by the sample to 
pass

 This light is reflected off of a dichroic beamsplitter, 
coated to reflect absorption band light and transmit 
emission band light.

 Therefore, once the sample emits light, this light is 
passed through the beamsplitter



Dichroic Beamsplitters

 Sample graph 
from Semrock



Ultra Fast Imaging Setup:



The focus of my project…

 My task for these 10 weeks has been developing this 
system so that it can focus very rapidly.

 In doing so I developed C code for moving the piezo
stage

 incorporated it into the code for moving the parker stage and 
calibrating the image intensifiers

 designed a user-interface with Visual Basic that enables the 
user to capture and process images with various controls



Ray Optics

 It would be difficult to auto-focus an image solely 
with a spherical lens because blurriness is not 
straightforward to quantify.

 Weak cylindrical lenses allowed me to determine 
position settings to yield a focused image by using 
imaging controls to find a 1:1 aspect ratio.

 If the objective is above focus the ratio will be less 
than one and if under focus ratio is greater than one.



Ray Optics Diagram
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Preprocessing

 Rank Filters

 A rank filter is basically when the pixels around a given center 
pixel set are ranked based on their values and the center set is 
given a new value based on a function of the ranked values

 Helps remove hot-pixels

 Background subtraction



Examples

Original Background subtraction



Rank filterBackground Subtraction(for comparison)



Calculating Aspect Ratio

 Feret Analysis

 Feret diameter is defined as the perpendicular distance 
between parallel tangents of a particle (profile perpendicular 
to the objective)

 Usually it‟s the greatest distance

 Taking Feret diameters along the x-axis and along the y-axis  and 
subsequently dividing  aspect ratio



 Auto Correlation

 Defined by:

 Where I is the image pixel value and  is a translation along the 
corresponding axis

 Auto correlation

 take an image 

 shift it along one axis

 multiply the shifted image by the original image 

 sum the pixel values

 Dividing by the same series of operations translated along the 
other axis yields an aspect ratio



Data

 Spherical beads are a good choice for imaging 
calibration

 Close to lymphocyte size/shape

 Lymphocyte samples will be seeded with beads for calibrating 
the focus of the imaging system



Increment 
between  
piezo stage 
positions: 3 
microns



Polynomial Fit

R² = 0.9994
R² = 0.9945
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In Summary…

 An ultra high-throughput means of biodosimetry is 
necessitous for triage following radiological incidents 
in heavily populated areas

 A rapidly processing and focusing system is vital to 
achieving ultra high-throughput status

 Using cylindrical lenses we can determine how to 
focus the system using a single image

 My imaging system tested on beads will be able to 
perform the focusing required to image the 
lymphocytes reliably
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